
ioVoice
Transcript

A: What is ioVoice?

B: An app that can 
recognize different 
voices and turn 
speeches into text.

A, C: Awesome!



Team name: MeeTech
Team members:

Sub-team breakdown:

Team structure

Name Unique name Task Assignment
Sixu Tao taosixu PM, Customer Analysis, Front-end

Shiyu Zhang zsyjulia UI/UX Design, Customer Analysis, QA
Junlin Liu junlinl Back-end programming

Yuheng Liu liuyuh Back-end programming
Yucheng Yin yyucheng UI/UX Design, Front-end programming
Liping Zhong zhliping Flexible front-/back-end, QA

Sixu Tao & Yucheng Yin & Liping Zhong Front-end team
Junlin Liu & Yuheng Liu & Liping Zhong Back-end team

Sixu Tao & Shiyu Zhang Customer analysis team



Gantt Chart

[Updated Gantt Chart]



Part 1. 
Startup Business 

Analysis



Interview for Value 
Proposition Canvas



Interview questions summary & highlight
Video and phone:
ü What is your main responsibility in your job?
ü What is the primary goal in your job?
ü How often do you work collaboratively with others?
ü How often and in what form do you communicate with others?

Gains:
ü What is enabling you to finish your work efficiently and properly?
ü How do you keep yourself on the right track during the work?

Needs:
ü When holding a meeting, do you use visual or audio aids?
ü How do you remember relevant details that you’ve discussed?

Pains:
ü Why do you think your team lack efficiency when discussing a issue?
ü Why do you think you have hard time keeping track of discussion details?



Interview question batches
´ Do you take notes or record the meeting somehow?
´ What do you use for this? Pen & paper? Tablet? 

Software?...
´ [Describe a little bit about existing speech to text 

software (STTS)]
´ Given that do you think STTS can better serve your 

purpose? 
´ Why or why not?
´ What do you do if you are attending a meeting but you 

lack the contexts?



Interview flow example
Asked deep into the problem based on the situation.
e.g.  Q. What is the primary goal in your job? 

A. Develop products
Q. What is the key drive leading to this goal? 
A. Effective communication
Q. Why do you think communication is the most important?
A. Often collaborative work, needs keep updated
Q. How do you communicate?
A. By meeting, often sometimes less efficient
Q. What do you mean by less efficient?
A. People are not always focused and omit some info
Q. Why is that?
A. Because they don’t remember the discussion content well......
......



Interview questions summary & highlight (cont’d)
• After initial interviews 78% (7 out of 9) of the interviewees mentioned less 

effective communication/meeting’s impact on productivity.
• We started using questionnaires to collect specific info concurrently. 

https://goo.gl/forms/7gy5VTLgmUf87rrN2



Interview results summary
We conducted: 7 video and 6 phone interviews, 15 questionnaire responses

Key finding: 
• 86% of interviewees hold/attend meeting at least once a week
• 100% of interviewees have an experience forgetting meeting details
• 61% of interviewees prefer to express own ideas verbally
• 79% of interviewees prefer to gain information by texts/docs
• 82% of interviewees take notes in paper or electronically

Ø Lack of contexts, speaker doesn’t express ideas well, unable to remember 
the conversation details, feeling sleepy are the frequent reasons leading 
to unsuccessful meeting

Ø Discussion and review after the meeting, visual/voice record, interactivity, 
full preparations are the frequent reasons leading to successful meeting                                                     



Interview results summary (cont’d)
Ø Of those who claimed to take notes (23 out of 28), most doubted 

the application of speech to text software in recording
• 65% doubted the accuracy (15 out of 23)
• 91% doubted the convenience (never heard of that) (21 out of 23)

Ø Possible indirect competitors:
• Pen & Paper
• Notebook & Tablet
• File from speakers

Ø 44% (10 out of 23) mentioned that documents from speakers are not 
enough for reflecting the whole meeting.

Ø 52% (12 out of 23) mentioned that writing while listening can be 
annoying, easy to distract themselves 



Competitor Analysis



Dragon
Dictation

TalkBox Voice
Messenger

Speechnotes –
Speech to Text

Voice Text

Platform iOS, Android iOS, Android iOS, Android iOS, Android
Accuracy 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
Process Speed 5 4 4.5 4
Text edit Yes Yes Yes Yes
Text share Yes Yes Yes Yes
Text Length
Limit

No Yes No Yes

UI/UX Design 3 4 4 3.5
Voice
Differentiation

No No No No

Google Play
Review

4.5 4.1 4.3 3.8

App store
Review

3 4 N/A 4

* The rate is on a 5-point scale based on App store, Google Play and online resources.



Smart Voice
Assitant

TalkType Voice
Keyboard

Gboard Speech to Text

Platform Android iOS, Android iOS, Android Android
Accuracy 4.5 4.5 4.5 4
Process Speed 4 4 4.5 4
Text edit Yes Yes Yes Yes
Text share Yes Yes Yes Yes
Text Length
Limit

No No Yes No

UI/UX Design 4 4 4.5 3.5
Voice
Differentiation

No No No No

Google Play
Review

4.1 4.2 4.2 3.6

App store
Review

N/A N/A 3.7 N/A

* The rate is on a 5-point scale based on App store, Google Play and online resources.



Value Proposition 
Canvas (VPC)



Tag 
different 
speakers



Identify 
sentences’ 
speakers



Buyer Persona 
Interview 
Questionnaire



Personal Background, goals and pains

1. What is your role and title in the job?
2. What is the size of your company (e.g., revenue, employees)?
3. Whom do you report to? Who report to you?
4. What does your typical day look like?
5. What are your short-term and long-term goals for your job?
6. What tools do you think have facilitated/enhanced your work?
7. What regular activities in your work make you stressful/painful?
8. What is the source of this pain?



Buyer Motivation/History

1. What aspects do you take into account when you buy a product? Can 
you describe those aspects or constraints you care about most?

2. Could you name one product that you consider it to be the most
satisfactory purchase for your team/work?
1. Why did you decide to buy the product at that time?
2. How did you know or where did you encounter the product?
3. What factor(s) of the product make you think it’s a successful purchase?

3. Could you name one product that you consider it to be the less
successful purchase in your career?
1. Why do you think it’s unsuccessful?
2. If you have a chance to go back, what instead you will get or purchase?
3. Where are you going to look for the alternatives?



Purchase Influencer & Channel

1. Who do you take into account when buying for your team?
2. When you deem some product beneficial for your team, can you make the 

decisions to buy? Who can make such a decision?
3. Who will you go to discuss with the purchase, or who may pose constraints 

on your decision to buy?
4. Where do you typically get information about tools for the team?
5. What blogs or information channel are you following if any?
6. How do you get information about product/system/app?



More specific questions (narrow down our focus)

1. How often do you have meetings?
2. When having meetings, will you make the recordings by yourself?

1. If yes, How do you make recordings?

2. If no, why don’t you need to record?

3. Any point that you feel uncomfortable in the current approach?

3. How do you ensure that your employees/teammates follow the contexts?
4. What can you do if your employees/teammates are not following contexts?



Buyer Persona 
Interview Results 
Highlights



Overview

1. We conducted 24 interviews via Skype.

2. We started with software developers (4), newspaper reporters (2), 
consultants(2) and startup co-founder (2)

3. Ended up that in the most cases they are not the decision makers when 
buying for group (except startup co-founders).

4. We turned to product managers (7), team managers (4), editors (3)



Interview Response Summary

1. Most frequently mentioned aspects to consider when buying a product:
1. Quality of the product is the most important.

2. Intuitive usage, non-complicated but do the job

3. Reasonable price for product’s actual performance

2. 83% of interviewees mentioned that they want a free trial before purchasing;

3. 92% said they cared about the ratings/reviews of a product made by others.

4. 100% could not (or would not) buy product for team without discussing with 
others: teammates, upper level manager, etc.

5. They learn about products/services from:
1. Friends/Alumni recommendation (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)

2. Online technical/field-related blogs or online articles

3. Advertisement (pretty random)



Interview Response Summary (cont’d)

1. Meetings happen to be very common for those “buyer” (multiple every day)

2. None-any special tech used for meeting: 17% remember, 25% write down, 
54% record in own laptop, 4% recorder installed in the company

3. Specifically, product managers we interviewed in tech company take notes 
by themselves, while the ones in consultant company assign this task to others

4. Frustration/Thoughts (and thus why buy?): 
1. Need to attend many meetings by themselves, hard to keep track of with good 

organization of records (managers)

2. Want to help working people to be more productive, more efficient (managers, 
founders, editors)

3. Assigning one specific person for note-taking may be undervaluing her/him 
(consultant managers)



Customer Profiles



Startup 
Founder 



Product 
Manager 



Editor



Management 
Consultant 
Associate 
(Consulting 
team leader)



Buyer Personas



Startup 
Founder 



Product 
Manager 



Editor



Management 
Consultant 
Associate 
(Consulting 
team leader)



Business Model 
Canvas



1. Mass market: people who 
are involved in frequent 
human-to-human interaction 
in their daily job, and need to 
record or back up interaction 
contents in general.

2. Niche market 1: employees
who have to attend meetings 
(self-employed startup founder,
people in management standing,
general employees from software,
consulting industry).

3. Niche market 2: reporters
who often conduct face-to-face
interviews (editors in their 
management standing).

1. Automatic speech to text
conversion allows users
to focus on actual discussion
without worrying about recording
on their own. The application
will generate transcribed texts.

2. Voice differentiation feature 
separates different people when
recording the discussion, which 
can be used to recognize who 
said what later on.

3. Browse generated reports for
each recording at any time. Edit
or make comments on the reports
if people want to modify or 
highlight any point.

4. Share the text reports with 
those who are interested in that 
particular discussion.

1. Technical blogs
2. Youtube ads
3. Search engines
4. Meetech website
5. Google Play

1. Personal assistance
2. Email support
3. Online forum to discuss 
any issue or desired features

1. Integration of Google Cloud 
Speech for speech conversion.
2. Integration of Microsoft voice
identification technology with
Android audio recorder to 
implement voice differentiation.
3. Implement end-of-speech
recognition for audio recording.
4. Develop company website.
5. Develop online forum.

1. Developers
2. Third-party service providers
3. Market analysis people
4. Cloud storage

1. Google Cloud Platform
(Speech to text service and 
cloud provider)

2. Microsoft Azure (Speaker
identification service)

3. DigitalOcean droplet provider

4. Company website designer

5. Online forum designer

6. Digital signal processing 
researcher for enhancing the 
quality of overall voice 
differentiation effect

3. Constant market analysis to 
improve on the solution.

1. Salaries
2. Third-party service cost
3. Cloud service cost
4. Research cost
5. Market analysis cost (personnel, reports, etc.)

1. Payment for download in Google Play
2. Wholesale to groups of people (e.g., teams in company)
3. Maintenance support (e.g., for self-developed technology in future)
4. Monthly subscription

5. Voice differentiation algorithm



Top-down Market 
Analysis Approach



TAM, SAM, SOM (Based on 2018)

TAM: $1.5B

SAM: $137.1M

SOM: 
$5M



Total Addressable Market (TAM)
“The speech and voice recognition market was valued at USD 5.15 Billion in 
2016 and is expected to reach USD 18.30 Billion by 2023, at a CAGR of 
19.80% during the forecast period” [1] (including software & hardware)
⇒ 5.15*(1+0.198)^2= 7.398(Billion dollars) in 2018

Data from statista.com say it is 1.5(Billion dollars) in 2018 (for software only)[2]

For consistency (we are using data from statista.com in later calculation) 
and since we are primarily concerned about software aspect, we estimate 
1.5(Billion dollars) for out TAM

[1] http://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/speech-voice-recognition-market-
202401714.html?gclid=Cj0KCQjw4eXPBRCtARIsADvOjY3vs7p1e4lWOI98IQzFA2NI3L7QTN60EoosRL
wMHtbrFaB-aUJhFUIaAsPbEALw_wcB
[2] https://www.statista.com/statistics/608523/worldwide-voice-speech-recognition-software-
market/



Serviceable Available Market (SAM)

[1] https://www.statista.com/statistics/608582/north-america-voice-speech-recognition-software-
market/
[2] http://users.spa.aalto.fi/kpalomak/anatomy/guzman.pdf

Our value proposition is featuring voice differentiation, but since existing 
software market almost only integrate speech recognition (related), we use 
that market to estimate ours

North-America market is $380.9M[1], and it approximately represents the 
upper bound of our SAM 

Main target is enterprise, which accounts for approximately 36% of the total 
market share [2] => 380.9 * 0.36 = $137.1M  



Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM)
Factors taken into account when deciding SOM

1. Competitors market share (Nuance)
2. Google Adwords and B2B subscription conversion rate

Nuance: $920 revenue as 2018 (approximately estimated from 2017)
=> 920*(1500/7398)*0.36 = 67.1M in North-America Market (Software, Enterprise)[1][2]
Nuance is the major market holder in north America, and we estimate that given its 
market domination, we will start with approx. 10% of it as other competitors

For our SOM: $5𝑴 within 1 years, $20𝑀 within 3 years

[1] https://www.statista.com/statistics/453472/leading-health-information-technology-companies-in-the-us-by-revenue/

[2] http://users.spa.aalto.fi/kpalomak/anatomy/guzman.pdf



Bottom-up 
sales forecast



Major Revenue Stream – Subscription

´ 126 million full-time employees (extrapolation)[1]
´ Estimated average group/team size 10 (2 pizza team is 6-7)[2]
´ Potential customer proportion: 0.364 [3]
´ Average software industry conversion rate: 0.07 [4]
´ 3-month subscription per year  
´ Monthly subscription fee $5
Calculated revenue: $4.8M

[1] Reference: https://www.statista.com/statistics/192356/number-of-full-time-employees-in-the-
usa-since-1990/ 
[2] Reference: http://blog.idonethis.com/two-pizza-team/
[3] Reference: https://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_table_201.htm
[4] Reference: https://blog.capterra.com/average-b2b-conversion-rate/



Minor Revenue Stream – Paid App
´ Estimation By Google AdWords Keyword Tool
´ Search by “speech to text” -> Monthly search, Cost per click

Reference: http://www.instakeywords.com/



´ AdWords Budget: $7000/month
´ Average cost per click: $2.33 -> 3004 clicks/month
´ *conversion rate: 4.79% = 144 sales/month
´ Average purchase: $29.99 = monthly sales forecast of $4320
´ App Store’s commission 30% = net of $3024/month

*Reference: http://www.smartinsights.com/paid-search-marketing-ppc/paid-search-display-
network/google-adwords-conversion-rate-averages-by-industry-infographic/

Minor Revenue Stream – Paid App



Entry Barriers



1. Voice differentiation technology
The existing voice recording applications rarely have voice 

differentiation integrated due to the complexity of implementation, 
which is one of the barriers as well as the breaking point of our 
application. Our app processes the audio files in a smart way that can 
implement voice differentiation based on current technologies. 
However, audio processing itself is complex and requires careful 
maintenance which makes the barrier of entry once we are established.

2. Switching costs
There are several existing applications or services which are expert at 

speech to text processing, and people already know them. Our breaking 
point is voice differentiation since our application is not limited to single 
user mode. It does require initial user voice sampling, but once we are 
established people can use the app for either single voice recording or 
multiple, and switching to other apps requires recollecting all related 
voice sampling again.



Selected 
Competitor BMC



Nuance
Dragon
Dictation

Professional Service and hosting, variable expenses



Speechnotes

2.    Maintenance and Support

3.   Dictate and   
convert people’s 
speech to text.



dictate2us

Citation: https://www.dictate2us.com/



Part 2. 
Product Design



User Personas









UI&UX Design



Proposed User Interface - Log in & Sign Up



Proposed User Interface – Create a Meeting



Proposed User Interface – Join a Meeting



Proposed User Interface – Edit & Share reports



Proposed User Interface – Speech to Text



UI/UX Implementation Tool

´ Android Studio
´ (UI mockup shown in IOS, but we will implement 

Android inheriting the mock-up; )
´ We have integrated UX flow with UI design

(storyboard).



Product Features



Story Map

Invite and enroll 
speakers

Log in, sign up and 
log out



Features User Story
Create the conversation 

(Sixu, Yucheng)
I am a software development manager, and I  
am going to hold a meeting for a new project 

we are going to initiate.

Invite and Enroll speakers
(Liping)

I am a software development manager and I 
need to hold meetings with other developers.

Convert Speech to text
(Junlin, Yuheng)

I am a reporter, and I need to quickly 
summarize the interview that I conducted, 

since I need to get it to write the report.

Tag different speakers in the conversation
(Junlin, Sixu, Yucheng, Yuheng)

I am a product manager, and I want to remind 
myself of the person who put forward an 

interesting idea today during the meeting for 
future follow-up.

Generate Conversation reports
(Junlin, Yuheng)

I am a reporter and I need a summary report 
for today’s press conference for future 

reference.

User Story (omitted log in, sign up, log out)



Features User Story
Edit the meeting reports

(Liping, Shiyu)
I am a developer who attended a meeting today.

I find a potential error in one of the solutions we
discussed today. I would like to point it out in our

so that we will be on the right track.

Share the meeting reports
(Liping, Shiyu)

I am a reporter who attended a press conference
today. I want to share today’s report with my

colleagues who were not present to collaborate
on a news report about today’s conference.

Support languages other than English/Translation
to other user-selected languages

I am an SDE working on a big project. Our
collaborator is French and unfortunately is not 
good at speaking English. But we still need to 

make documents about our discussion for future 
reference.

User Story (cont’d)



Features User Story

Accurately recognizes different accents. I am an industry researcher and my team
members come from different countries. Non-
native speakers inevitably have accent. Given 

that the ability to effectively communicate 
with each other and take records are 
important factors to make progress.

Search conversation content by
keyword/Search specific conversation by

filters

I am a reporter who attended a press
conference today. I have an electronic copy
of today’s speech and would like to quickly 

search for the keyword “agriculture” since it’s
today’s key topic.

Real-time report generation I am a developer and I need to note down the 
details during the meeting to better keep up

with the ideas/algorithms being discussed.

User Story (cont’d)



Affinity Mapping

Company employee: Product manager, software developer/manager

• Face-to-face meeting indispensable for development
• Frequent meeting, fast pace and need sync up
• Recording/taking notes on their own not reliable
• Recording/taking notes on their own not efficient, can miss details
⇒ Need hold meeting (conversation in previous slides)
⇒ Want automatically created meeting report, flexible
⇒ Distinguish the people in the recording for follow-up

• Current Dev teams are highly internationalized
• Employees from multiple regions
⇒ Support for different accents/languages



Affinity Mapping (continued)

Reporter: Conduct on-field interview; attend conference 

• Fast back and forth responses in on-field interview
• Not annoying the interviewee, not let them think recorded in voice
• Efficiently review and analyze the results

⇒ Want automatically created interview summary, flexible
⇒ Convenient summary retrieval, feature like keyword search
⇒ Differentiate different people in the summary, but effectively make 

the speaker “anonymous” by non-voice recording 



Design Architecture



Deployment 
Diagram



More in-depth 
development 
diagram



Design Model Description
Front-end mobile (multi-threaded): 
• First thread constantly listens to Android MIC, detects the silence and split to .wav files

• Second thread looks for .wav files, grabs one and sends it to cloud storage for 
backend usage; then sends it to Identification API to get the speaker ID.; finally sends 
the meeting ID and speaker ID to our own server; repeat this process

• Third thread periodically fetch the report text by calling API in our server and generate 
the report in the user view

Back-end server:
• Receive convert speech to text request from front-end. Send convert speech to text 

request to Google Cloud API and send back the text result. At the same time insert text 
results into database

• Receive generate report request from front-end. Generate formatted report and send 
it back to mobile.



Back-end side: 
• Digital Ocean with Django framework
• MongoDB for metadata storage
• Google cloud storage for file storage
• Google Cloud Speech API for speech-to-text

Front-end side: 
Microsoft Cognitive Speech API for voice identification

Design Model Description (cont’d)



Designed Back-end REST API:

1. url: getLink/?meetingID=XX&&bucketName=XX
Request type: GET
Response: Link of shared report in google bucket.

2. url: editReport/?bucketName=XX&&meetingID=XX
Request type: POST
body: edited Report text file
Response: Link of shared report in google bucket.

3. url: uploadAudio/?format=XX&&bucketName=XX&&objectName=XX
Request type: POST
body: audio file or report text
Response: Link of file in google bucket. 



Designed Back-end REST API (cont’d):

4. url: uploadReport/?meetingID=XX
Request type: GET
Response: Link of shared report in google bucket

5. url: 
getTranslateText/?bucketName=XX&&meetingID=XX&&speakerName=XX
&&objectName=XX&&sequenceNum=XX
Request type: GET
Response: json response of translated text

6. url: createSpeaker/?loginID=XX&&speakerName=XX&&msID=XX
Request type: GET
Response: json type of true which indicate that the user creation successful

7. url: askmsID/?loginID=XX
Request type: GET
Response: json type response, containing msID of current loginID



Designed Back-end REST API (cont’d):

8. url: getMeetingID/?loginID=XX
Request type: GET
Response: json response containing meetingID of current user

9. url: registerMeetingID/?loginID=XX&&meetingName=XX
Request type: GET
Response: json response containing new meetingID

10. url: generateReport/?meetingID=XX
Request type: GET
Response: json response containing meeting report 



Designed Back-end REST API (cont’d):

11. url: signin/?loginID=XX&&password=XX
Request type: GET
Response: json response which indicate that the sign in is successful

12. url: login/?loginID=XX&&password=XX
Request type: GET
Response: json response which indicate that the login is successful



Part 3. 
Minimum Viable 

Product



Login, Signup, and Main Menu Page



Voice Sampling Page



Conversation Creation Page



Recording Page



Report and Sharing Page



Part 4. 
Usability test



Greetings & Intro



Thank you for participating in our app’s usability test. The main goal of our app is to assist 
users in their communication in the workplace. It automatically records the discussion 
contents and converts their discussion to text reports. It can also differentiate different 
speakers and tag which sentences are spoken by whom.

We will ask you to perform a series of actions during the test. But before that we just want 
to emphasize that we are trying to test the usability of our app rather than your ability to 
understand how to use our app. Don’t feel bad if you are stuck or if you find anything 
confusing. Also, feel free to tell us when you want to stop the testing or there appears 
anything else that you need to do. 

Finally, please try to tell us what you are thinking when you are actually tapping around 
the app, including anything you think is redundant, anything confusing, any good 
features that you may want the app to have. Also, feel free to ask any questions. 

Okay, so let’s get started! 



Research Questions



For features regarding to user account:
1. How easily can users understand what they need to do for signing up?
2. How easily can users log in to their account?(Button position, layout...)
3. How easily can users figure out how to log out? (Is toolbar intuitive?)

MVP feature 0 (Voice sampling):
1. How long do users take before they figure out that they need to pre-register 

their voices before starting recording the discussion session?
2. How easily can people figure out how to record sampling of their voice?
3. How do people respond when their voices are successfully sampled?

MVP feature 1 (Create the conversation):
1. How easily can users understand what they need to do when looking at the 

conversation creation page at first glance? (i.e., decide name of conversation 
and enroll all relevant speakers)

2. How long do people take before they figure out how to enroll specific speakers 
to particular discussion session?

3. How long does it take for users to enroll all speakers they want?



MVP feature 3 & 4 (Convert speech to text & Voice differentiation)
1. How easily can user figure out how to start the recording? 
2. How easily can user figure out how to end the recording? 

MVP feature 5 (Generate conversation reports)
1. How long do users take to figure out how to find the generated reports?
2. How easily do users find specific reports that they are particularly interested in?
3. How do users feel about the format/layout of generated reports?

MVP feature 6 & 7 (Edit & share the generated reports)
1. When looking at the report, how long do users take to figure out how to edit it?
2. How comfortable do users feel when editing the report? (convenient?)
3. How easily do user share particular reports to others? 



Pre-test/qualifying



• How often do you attend group meetings in your workplace?

• Have you ever used any application that can recognize people’s 
voice?(e.g., Siri, Alexa...) 

• Do you have a habit of backing up important information?

• Do you have a habit of reviewing your backed up information? 



Post-test questionnaire



System Usability Scale(quantitative):

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the system was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to 

use this system.
5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very 

quickly.
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the system.
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.

Reference:
https://measuringu.com/sus/



System Usability Scale(customized):

11. I think the app did a good job in directing me to record my sample voice.
12. I was lost when I needed to create conversation with myself enrolled.
13. I felt it convenient to search speakers that I wanted to enroll.
14. I was confused how to add specific speakers.
15. I found it was clear how to look for specific reports.
16. I failed to find the reports that I was looking for.
17. I felt it was intuitive that I could edit the reports to whatever I wanted.
18. I didn’t notice that the report could be edited (or this feature was odd).



Tasks & Metrics



• How easily can users understand what they need to do for signing up?
Task: Sign up with (username, password) pair which you decide.
Metric: Should be intuitive. 1 click for sign up if successful.

• How easily can users log in to their account?(Button position, layout...)
Task: Log in with (username, password) pair used to sign up.
Metric: Should be intuitive, no confusion. 1 click for log in if successful.

• How easily can users figure out how to log out? (Is toolbar intuitive?)
Task:   Log out and log in again.
Metric: Find log out button in the toolbar list within 5s. 1 click for log out.

• How long do users take before they figure out that they need to pre-register 
their voices before starting recording the discussion session?

Task:    Create a conversation with only yourself enrolled.
Metric: Should be easy to find the clue that they need to register their voice 

sampling if not done before. Reach the voice sampling page within 
20s, and click within 5 times after logging in.

• How easily can people figure out how to provide sampling of their voice?
Task:     Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.
Metric:  2 clicks in voice sampling page. It should be clear that the provided 

text is for sampling purpose.



• How do people respond after their voices are successfully sampled?
Task 1: Register “one more speaker” with your voice again (or if there are 

two testers, it is better to register the other’s voice).
Metric: 2 clicks in voice sampling page. Same operation, not confused. 
Task 2: Continue creating previous conversation with only yourself enrolled.
Metric: 2 clicks to enter conversation creation page.

• How easily can users understand what they need to do when looking at the 
conversation creation page at first glance? 

Task: Continue creating previous conversation with only yourself enrolled.
Metric: No more than 30s for this step. 2 clicks altogether (select speaker and 

conversation creation confirmation)

• How long do people take before they figure out how to enroll specific 
speakers to particular discussion session?

Task:   Go back and create conversation with previous “two speakers”
Metric: No more than 30s for this step. 3 clicks altogether.

• How long does it take for users to enroll all speakers they want?
Task:    Overlap with previous task.
Metric: No more than 30 seconds.



• How easily can user figure out how to start the recording? 
Task: Start the recording and “two speakers” talk alternately.
Metric: No confusion. 1 click for starting recording and the user is aware that 

the recording has started.

• How easily can user figure out how to end the recording?
Task: End the recording after 2 or 3 alternate talks.
Metric: No confusion. 1 click for ending recording and the user is aware that 

the recording has ended.

• How long do users take to figure out how to find the generated reports?
Task:   Check the recording result or generated text.
Metric: Should be intuitive. 1 click in recording page.

• How easily do users find specific reports that they are particularly interested in?
Task 1: Go back to the page which you see right after logging in (main page).
Metric: Should have no confusion. At most 2 clicks from any page.
Task 2: Check previously generated text report.
Metric: 5s to find the conversation name and 1 click to see the report.

• How do users feel about the format/layout of generated reports?
Task:    Read the generated report.
Metric: Open-ended so no fixed metric. Mainly for getting comments.



• When looking at the report, how long do users take to figure out how to edit it?
Task: Change one of the speaker’s name to ‘123’.
Metric: Should be intuitive that the edition can directly happen on the report.

User should not be confused such as trying to find ‘another page’ for 
editing. 1 click for committing the change. 

• How comfortable do users feel when editing the report? (convenient?)
Task: Change some contents of the report to ‘xxx’.
Metric: Open-ended so no fixed metric. Mainly for getting comments.

• How easily do user share particular reports to others? 
Task:   Share the report you are reading to meetech441@umich.edu.
Metric: Easy to figure out the ‘share’ button and 1 click to enter the email setting.



Detailed 
description of 
conducted tests



Test 1: 
Age: 22; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Upcoming Software engineer in Amazon
Moderator: Sixu Tao; Observer: Junlin Liu

Tasks in order:
1. Sign up with (username, password) pair which you decide.
2. Log in with (username, password) pair used to sign up.
3. Log out and log in again.
4. Create a conversation with only yourself enrolled.
5. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
6. Continue creating previous conversation with only yourself enrolled. 
7. Start the recording and end it when you want.
8. Go to check the generated report.
9. Read the generated report and edit one ‘Unknown’ speaker to ‘123’.



Test 2: 
Age: 22; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Upcoming Software engineer in Amazon
Moderator: Sixu Tao; Observer: Junlin Liu

Tasks in order:
1. Sign up with (username, password) pair which you decide.
2. Log in with (username, password) pair used to sign up.
3. Log out and log in again.
4. Create a conversation with necessary steps.
5. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
6. Continue creating conversation with you and speaker name ‘q’ enrolled. 
7. Start the recording and end it after speaking two to three sentences.
8. Go to check the generated report.
9. Read the generated report and edit some contents as you want.



Test 3: 
Age: 23; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Upcoming Software engineer in Amazon
Moderator: Sixu Tao; Observer: Junlin Liu

Tasks in order:
1. Sign up with (username, password) pair which you decide.
2. Log in with (username, password) pair used to sign up.
3. Log out and log in again.
4. Create a conversation with only yourself enrolled.
5. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
6. Choose yourself and speaker name ‘q’ as the speakers of conversation.
7. Delete the speaker name ‘q’ from conversation and only enroll yourself.
8. Start the recording and end it when you want.
9. Go to check the generated report.
10. Read the generated report and edit one ‘Unknown’ speaker to ‘123’.



Test 4: 
Age: 22; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Upcoming Software engineer in Airbnb
Moderator: Sixu Tao; Observer: Sixu Tao

Tasks in order:
1. Sign up with (username, password) pair which you decide.
2. Log in with (username, password) pair used to sign up.
3. Log out and log in again.
4. Create a conversation with only yourself enrolled.
5. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
6. Continue creating previous conversation with only yourself enrolled. 
7. Start the recording and end it after speaking some sentences.
8. Go back to the main page.
9. Find the report of the conversation you just created.
10. Read the generated report and edit one ‘Unknown’ speaker to ‘123’.



Test 5: 
Age: 24; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Former co-founder of Nesuku
Moderator: Sixu Tao; Observer: Liping Zhong

Tasks in order:
1. Create a conversation with only yourself enrolled.
2. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
3. Continue creating previous conversation with only yourself enrolled. 
4. Start the recording and end it after speaking some sentences.
5. Go to check the generated report.
6. Read the generated report and try to edit some contents.
7. After finishing the edition, you can confirm it.
8. Share the report to meetech441@umich.edu.



Test 6: 
Age: 45-55; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Professor of writing and communication (in place of editor)
Moderator: Sixu Tao; Observer: Liping Zhong, Yucheng Yin
Note taker: Junlin Liu, Yuheng Liu, Shiyu Zhang

Tasks in order:
1. Sign up with (username, password) pair which you decide.
2. Log in with (username, password) pair used to sign up.
3. Log out and log in again.
4. Create a conversation with only yourself enrolled.
5. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
6. Continue creating previous conversation actually with you, speaker name 

‘a’ and speaker name ‘b’ to the conversation. 
7. Start the recording and end it after speaking some sentences.
8. Go to check the generated report.
9. Read the generated report and try to edit some contents.



Test 7: 
Age: 22; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Student with consultancy work experience
Moderator: Sixu Tao; Observer: Liping Zhong

Tasks in order:
1. Sign up with (username, password) pair which you decide.
2. Log in with (username, password) pair used to sign up.
3. Log out and log in again.
4. Create a conversation with only yourself enrolled.
5. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
6. Continue creating previous conversation with only yourself enrolled. 
7. Start the recording and end it after speaking some sentences.
8. Check the generated report.



Test 8: 
Age: 22; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Student with consultancy work experience
Moderator: Sixu Tao; Observer: Sixu Tao

Tasks in order:
1. Create a conversation with only yourself enrolled.
2. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
3. Continue creating previous conversation with only yourself enrolled. 
4. Start the recording and end it after speaking some sentences.
5. Go back to the main page.
6. Find the report of the conversation you just created.
7. Read the generated report and edit one ‘Unknown’ speaker to ‘123’.
8. Share this report to meetech441@umich.edu.



Test 9: 
Age: 24; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Product manager in Nesuku
Moderator: Sixu Tao; Observer: Liping Zhong
Note taker: Yucheng Yin, Shiyu Zhang

Tasks in order:
1. Create a conversation with only yourself enrolled.
2. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
3. Continue creating previous conversation with one more speaker name 

‘q’ enrolled. 
4. Start the recording and end it after speaking some sentences.
5. Go back to the main page.
6. Find the report of the conversation you just created.
7. Read the generated report and delete the last sentence and commit. 
8. Share this report to meetech441@umich.edu.



Test 10: 
Age: 22; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Upcoming software engineer in Google
Moderator: Yucheng Yin; Observer: Yucheng Yin
Note taker: Shiyu Zhang

Tasks in order:
1. Create a conversation with any necessary steps.
2. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
3. Continue creating previous conversation with speaker name ‘a’ and 

speaker name ‘b’ enrolled. 
4. Start the recording and end it after speaking some sentences.
5. Go back to the main page.
6. Find the report of the conversation you just created.
7. Read the generated report and change one speaker name to ‘xxx’. 
8. Share this report to meetech441@umich.edu.



Test 11: 
Age: 22-24; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Upcoming software engineer in Indeed
Moderator: Yuheng Liu; Observer: Junlin Liu

Tasks in order:
1. Create a conversation with any necessary steps.
2. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
3. Continue creating previous conversation with you and speaker 

name ‘q’ enrolled.
4. Start the recording and end it after speaking some sentences.
5. Go back to the main page.
6. Find the report of the conversation you just created.
7. Read the generated report and change one word to ‘xxx’. 
8. Share this report to meetech441@umich.edu.



Test 12: 
Age: 22-24; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Upcoming software engineer in Indeed
Moderator: Yuheng Liu; Observer: Junlin Liu

Tasks in order:
1. Create a conversation.
2. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
3. Continue creating the conversation with only yourself enrolled.
4. Start the recording and end it after speaking some sentences.
5. Check the generated report.



Test 13: 
Age: 22; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Student with editorial experience
Moderator: Junlin Liu; Observer: Yuheng Liu

Tasks in order:
1. Log in with username ‘q’ and password ‘q’.
2. Create a conversation with yourself, speaker name ‘a’ and speaker 

name ‘b’ enrolled. 
3. Start the recording and end it after speaking some sentences.
4. Check the generated report.



Test 14: 
Age: 22; Gender: Male;
Occupation: Product Manager in Amazon
Moderator: Sixu Tao; Observer: Yuheng Liu
Note taker: Junlin Liu

Tasks in order:
1. Log in with username ‘q’ and password ‘q’.
2. Create a conversation with only yourself enrolled.
3. (Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.)
4. Continue creating the conversation with only yourself enrolled.
5. Start the recording and end it after speaking some sentences.
6. Check the generated report.
7. Edit one of the ‘Unknown’ to your registered speaker name.



Usability Test Results
Summary



Qualitative results (Good aspects):

• Signing up a new account is intuitive.
• Logging in to an existing account is intuitive.
• Figuring out the way to log out takes reasonable amount of 

time and clicks, toolbar turns out to be good.
• Finding the clue that voice sampling is required before 

creating the conversation takes reasonable amount of time.
• Once users have entered the voice sampling page, they find 

it easy to follow the steps to sample their voice to the app.
• Users intuitively know that they can directly edit on the report.
• Sharing the report by email turns out to be intuitive. 



Quantitative results (Good aspects):

• 100% users (6/6) could sign up smoothly in one click.
• 100% users (6/6) could log in smoothly in one click.
• 83% users (5/6) could find the toolbar for logging out within 

reasonable amount of time and clicks. 
• 79% users (11/14) could figure out they need to provide their 

voice sampling before creating a conversation quickly.
• 100% users (14/14) thought it easy to follow the steps to 

provide their voice sampling.
• 90% users (9/10) could easily understand that they could 

directly edit on the report.
• 100% users (5/5) could accomplish report sharing and found it 

intuitive to follow necessary steps. 



Qualitative results (Need improvement):

• Enrolling the speakers to a conversation takes longer 
time and more clicks than expected: the checkboxes 
beside the speaker name turn out to be very confusing.

• Radio button to ‘Start Recording’ and using the same 
radio button to ‘End Recording’ turns out to be 
confusing to some users.

• Editing the report takes more clicks than expected: 
users expected some sort of response after pressing the 
‘Confirm Edits’ button.

• Some users thought report editing should be 
automatically committed without pressing any button.  



Quantitative results (Need improvement):

• 93% users (13/14) used more than expected amount of 
clicks due to the confusion from checkboxes.

• Only 64% users (9/14) can smoothly start recording and 
ended recording. The radio button was not that intuitive 
in showing its functionality.

• 90% users (9/10) took many more clicks than expected 
after editing the report (to confirm the edition).

• 10% users (1/10) didn’t press the ‘Confirm Edit’ button 
after modifying the report.



Numerical Results



Numerical results:

• How easily can users understand what they need to do for signing up?
Task: Sign up with (username, password) pair which you decide.
Metric: Should be intuitive. 1 click for sign up if successful.
Result: Of the 6 participants, 100% complete it in 1 click

• How easily can users log in to their account?(Button position, layout...)
Task: Log in with (username, password) pair used to sign up.
Metric: Should be intuitive, no confusion. 1 click for log in if successful.
Result: Of the 6 participants, 100% complete it in 1 click

• How easily can users figure out how to log out? (Is toolbar intuitive?)
Task: Log out and log in again.
Metric: Find log out button in the toolbar list within 5s. 1 click for log out.
Result: Of the 6 participants, 83%(5) complete it in 1 click and within 5s, 17%(1)

complete it in 1 click and with 7s.



Numerical results(cont’d):

• How long do users take before they figure out that they need to pre-register  
their voices before starting recording the discussion session?

Task: Create a conversation with only yourself enrolled.
Metric: Should be easy to find the clue that they need to register their voice 

sampling if not done before. Reach the voice sampling page within 
20s, and click within 5 times after logging in.

Result: Of the 14 participants, 79% (11) complete it within 20s and click within 
5 times. 21% (3) complete it with 20-30s and click within 5 times

• How easily can people figure out how to provide sampling of their voice?
Task: Record your voice sampling and register yourself as speaker.
Metric: 2 clicks in voice sampling page. It should be clear that the provided 

text is for sampling purpose.
Result: Of the 14 participants, 100% (14) complete it within 2 clicks.



Numerical results(cont’d):

• How do people respond after their voices are successfully sampled?
Task: Creating previous conversation with only yourself enrolled.
Metric: 2 clicks to enter conversation creation page.
Result: Of the 14 participants, 100%(14) complete it within 2 click.

• How easily can users understand what they need to do when looking at the 
conversation creation page at first glance? 

Task: Continue creating previous conversation with only yourself enrolled.
Metric: No more than 30s for this step. 2 clicks altogether (select speaker 

and conversation creation confirmation)
Result:  Of the 14 participants, 7%(1) complete it within 2 click. 93%(13)

complete it within 2-5 click. 



Numerical results(cont’d):

• How long do people take before they figure out how to enroll specific 
speakers to particular discussion session?

Task: Go back and create conversation with previous “two speakers”
Metric: No more than 30s for this step. 3 clicks altogether.
Result:  Of the 14 participants, 86%(12) complete it within 2 click. 14%(2)

complete it within 2-3 click. 

• How easily can user figure out how to start the recording? 
Task: Start the recording and “two speakers” talk alternately.
Metric: No confusion. 1 click for starting recording and the user is 

aware that the recording has started.
Result: Of the 6 participants, 33%(2) complete it within 1 click. 67%(4)

complete it with 2-4 click.



Numerical results(cont’d):

• How easily can user figure out how to end the recording?
Task: End the recording after 2 or 3 alternate talks.
Metric: No confusion. 1 click for ending recording and the user is aware 

that he recording has ended.
Result: Of the 14 participants, 64%(9) complete it within 1 click. 36%(5)

complete it with 2-3 click.

• How long do users take to figure out how to find the generated reports?
Task: Check the recording result or generated text.
Metric: Should be intuitive. 1 click in recording page.
Result: Of the 14 participants, 100%(14) complete it within 1 click. 



Numerical results(cont’d):

• How easily do users find specific reports that they are particularly interested in?
Task 1: Go back to the page which you see right after logging in (main page).
Metric: Should have no confusion. At most 2 clicks from any page.
Result: Of the 6 participants, 100%(6) complete it within 2 click. 

Task 2: Check previously generated text report.
Metric: 5s to find the conversation name and 1 click to see the report.
Result: Of the 6 participants, 100%(6) complete it within 5s and 1 click.



Numerical results(cont’d):

• When looking at the report, how long do users take to figure out how to edit it?
Task: Change one of the speaker’s name to ‘123’.
Metric: Should be intuitive that the edition can directly happen on the report. 

User should not be confused such as trying to find ‘another page’ for 
editing. 1 click for committing the change. 

Result: Of the 10 participants, 90%(9) complete it with 1 click. 10%(1)
complete it with 3 click.

• How easily do user share particular reports to others? 
Task: Share the report you are reading to meetech441@umich.edu.
Metric: Easy to figure out the ‘share’ button and 1 click to enter the email 

setting.
Result: Of the 5 participants, 100%(5) complete it with 1 click. 



SUS Summary



System Usability Scale(with average score of each):

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the system was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to 

use this system.
5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very 

quickly.
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the system.
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.

(3.93)
(2.07)
(3.93)
(2.00)

(4.07)
(1.71)
(4.07)

(2.07)
(4.21)
(1.86)

Total scores from each participant: 
[97.5, 77.5, 80.0, 87.5, 70.0, 82.5, 75.0, 67.5, 60.0, 77.5, 87.5, 67.5, 60.0, 77.5]

Average total score:
76.25 (B range)



System Usability Scale(with average score of each):

11. I think the app did a good job in directing me to record my sample voice.
12. I was lost when I needed to create conversation with myself enrolled.
13. I felt it convenient to search speakers that I wanted to enroll.
14. I was confused how to add specific speakers.
15. I found it was clear how to look for specific reports.
16. I failed to find the reports that I was looking for.
17. I felt it was intuitive that I could edit the reports to whatever I wanted.
18. I didn’t notice that the report could be edited (or this feature was odd).

(4.00)
(2.64)
(3.57)
(2.21)
(4.21)
(1.50)
(4.00)
(1.71)

Total scores from each participant: 
[81.25, 53.125, 81.25, 59.375, 65.625, 81.25, 84.375, 56.25, 81.25, 84.375, 87.5, 
56.25, 81.25, 84.375]

Average total score:
74.11 (B range, if using the same calclation metric)



Improvement on 
MVP based on tests



Conversation Creation Page

We have removed “Enroll this 
speaker” and “Remove this 
speaker” buttons. Our 
usability tests showed that 
users are more likely to click 
on checkboxes when asked 
to enroll or remove speakers.



Select speakers by group

We have added 
“select speakers by 
group” functionality, 
which was 
recommended by 
one of the testers  



Create speaker group

Users can create “a 
group of speakers” 
so that they can 
select speakers by 
this group later



Report Page

We have added 
responses for users 
after editing the 
report; Also, “share” 
button has been 
moved to toolbar.



Main Menu Page

(Minor) We have slightly 
changed texts in three 
buttons on main menu 
page to make them 
more consistent with 
overall design.



Recording Page

(Minor) We have 
changed texts in 
recording page to 
hopefully make them 
clearer about their 
purpose.


